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I. Abstract
Polymer tantalum capacitor technology was developed in response to demands from the market to lower the ESR of tantalum capacitors while preserving 

their small case size and high reliability. The technology is promising in several aspects. The higher quality interface between the dielectric and the polymer 
cathode increases the breakdown voltage of the device, as well as reducing its DC leakage current, even at extreme radiation exposure conditions.
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III. Experimental Set-Up &  Testing Conditions
RADLAB Facility / Co-60 Source (ALTER TECHNOLOGY-SPAIN)

Accreditations awarded according to several radiation testing methods:
 ESCC 22900 (ECSS - Europe)
 TM1019 (DLA - USA)
These accreditations make this state-of-the-art radiation facility one of a kind in the word.

 ‘Polymer capacitors’ preserve their ability to operate properlyunder such environment as well as ‘MnO2 capacitors’ and thus canbe considered immune to radiation to the levels typicallyexperienced in space.
 Due to ESR depends on temperature and polymer reliability, itwould be desirable to complement this work, with an evaluation ofthe polymer behaviour after long low temperature periods.
 This would help to assess how the polymer properties may beaffected by extreme temperatures in combination with TIDexposure

ESR shift over accumulated dose and annealing steps

The traditional process 
of manufacturing the 
tantalum anode 
material resulted in 
cracks and pores.

KEMET’s new 
process created an 

ideally formed 
dielectric with 
practically no 

defects.
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All ESR values are within limits after radiation exposure. ‘Polymer capacitors’ do not show any enhanced effect to accumulated dose compared to ‘standard’ capacitor


